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As the world’s number one  risk 
advisory organization,  Deloitte 
Risk and Financial  Advisory 
understands the  imperatives of 
helping  companies drive the  
technological revolution while  
remaining compliant.

Modernizing compliance
A major step toward embracing the 4th  

revolution within the regulatory space  will
be for companies to modernize their  

compliance programs. Deloitte Risk
and Financial Advisory hasdeveloped  a 

strategy utilizing automation  
technologies, including RPAand

cognitive intelligence, to streamline these  
processes. These automation solutions  are 

designed to help companies simplify,  
centralize, standardize, automate, and  

enhance their processes.

Embracing the 4th Industrial Revolution
We are at the beginning of the 4th Industrial Revolution, which is characterized by  a 
fusion of technologies that are blurring the lines between the physical, digital,  and 
biological spheres. This is already impacting all aspects of our lives (e.g., smart  phones) 
and is expected to impact Regulatory Affairs by dramatically changing the  requirements 
for regulatory professionals in the future. The operational aspect  will become more and 
more automated, starting with robotic process automation  (RPA) and leading to cognitive 
automation and artificial intelligence.
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4th Revolution—Business4.0
• Redefines what it means to be a professional

• RPA will have commenced deploymentin  most 
large businesses

• RPA and Cognitive Automation willbe  
ubiquitous in business by 2020

• Horizontal Machine Learning Platforms  
become ubiquitous by 2025
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Modernizing compliance overview | Transforming compliance culture

The concept of Modernizing Compliance focuses on pulling productivity levers across components primed for  modernization to drive
the integration of risk and compliance with business strategy and deliver value across the enterprise

Modernizing Compliance  
What automation can do  for 
Regulatory Affairs

Simplify
Rationalize and streamline redundant  or low 
value activities (e.g., 1st and 2nd  lines of defense 
activities)

Automate

Centralize
Reallocate activities and relocate  responsibilities 
(e.g., Centers of Excellence  or capability centers)

Standardize
Implement standard frameworks,  policies and 
procedures (e.g., standard  risk taxonomy and risk
assessments)

Enhance
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Productivity leversCompliance risk management framework Operating model pillars

Example of a
standard
framework
that alignsto  
regulatory  
expectations

Modernization  options 
that can to  increase
productivity,  drive 
down cost,and
create value acrossthe  
framework elements
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Increase productivity through the  use of 
automation and advanced  analytics (e.g., 
RPA and Cognitive  Intelligence)

Develop continuous improvement  capabilities 
to increase value and  decrease cost (e.g., near 
real-time metrics,  alternative delivery models)
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Increased
efficiency

Improved end-
to-end visibility

Reduced  
cost

Better  
preparedness

Manual, repetitive tasks  
related to regulatory  
reviews, documentation,  
and submissionscan
be completed via bots  
with oversight from  
regulatoryprofessionals  
to enable moretime
for strategic activities,  
development of new  
competencies, and  
betteruse of resources

Implementing  
proactive and  
predictive  capabilities 
into  the regulatory  
frameworkcould  
decrease cost
of compliance  while 
enabling  
transformative  
change

Incorporating  
automated  processes 
to  support everyday  
activities could  
decrease labor and  time 
devoted to  regulatory 
lifecycle  management

As the 4thindustrial  
revolution  approaches
full force, your  
regulatory lifecycle  
management can  be 
equipped with  the
right tools for a  
smooth transition  into 
the workforce  of the
future
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Regulatory Intelligence/  
KnowledgeManagement

Correspondence and  
CommitmentManagement Authoring Hyperlinking Translations FasterFiling

DataMigrationCom m itm ent  
Management
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Robotics Process Automation (RPA)  
Business Process Automation (BPA)

Natural Language Generation (NLG)  
Natural Language Processing (NLP)Structured Content Authoring(SCA)

Use Cases | Scenarios Specific to Regulatory Affairs
The topics below demonstrate where and how modernizing compliance can be implemented throughout the Regulatory Affairs framework

Use Case 1 | How can correspondence/commitment management be optimized?
Future state overview

1. Software robots  
(bots) collect  and 
forward  
correspondence

2. Bots archive  
original  
“document”  
to centralized  
repository

3. NLP translates  to 
English  
(optionally),  
routes for  
commitment  
identification,  
records  
commitments  
and conditions

4. Regulatory  
Information  
Management  
(RIM) drives  
response to  
commitments  
and conditions

Current challenges

Largely manual,time-
consuming work

Inconsistent, and  prone
to human error  and 
other regulatory  
compliance risks

Little or novisibility  to 
existing data or  
information

Uncoordinated  
commitments and  
information places  
significant burden  on 
globalregulatory  and
manufacturing
teams,sub-optimizing  
processes

Potential benefits

Global visibility  
and more  
efficient use of  
resources

Greater  
compliancewith  
commitments  
met in a timely  
and accurate  
manner

Enhanced  speed 
through  near 
real-time  storing,
routing,  capture 
&  recording

Use Case 2 | What does intelligent submission & variation management look like?
Future state overview

1. Software robots  
(bots) collect  and 
forward  
correspondence

2. Bots archive  
original  
“document”  
to centralized  
repository

3. NLP translates  to 
English  
(optionally),  
routes for  
commitment  
identification,  
records  
commitments  
and conditions

4. Regulatory  
Information  
Management  
(RIM) drives  
response to  
commitments  
and conditions

Current challenges
Specifications  and 
conditions  of 
manufacture  are 
buried inpdf  
documents

Changes to  
specifications are  
embedded indossier  
and hard toidentify

Managingmultiple  
flavors (sets of  
specifications) is  
challenging given  
evolving approval  
status

Potential benefits

Easier ‘flavor  
management’

Rapidaccess  
to clearly
communicatedsets  of
ECs

‘Right-product/right-
country product  
release

SimplifiedIDMP  
compliance

Streamlined,precise  
communication  
between regulatory  
and manufacturing
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Deloitte Risk and  Financial 
Advisory has  created an 
automated  global market-
based  risk assessment 
process,  an automated 
340B  Duplicate Discount  
identification, and an  
automated analysis
for open payments
data for commercial  
strategy and compliance  
monitoring for large  global 
pharmaceutical  
manufacturers.

Benefits| What benefit can implementing modernizing compliance 
capabilities provide your regulatory organization?
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Applications | Where does automation fit?
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